1. The historical time units scientifically and didactically analyzed by Brătianu and Babinger were identical: the universal medieval epoch with extensions to the antiquity and modern epoch (the Romanian universalist) or to the XVIIth-XXth centuries (the German turkologist). The historical interrelationship and interconditioning between the universal and the national were very well represented in the historical concepts and contributions of the two scholars. The geographical spaces investigated by the two historians had a common factor: the Central and Eastern Europe, from the Baltic Sea to the Mediterranean and Black Seas, and the Islamic Near East.

2. Gh. I. Brătianu and Fr. Babinger, scholars of the same generation, were famous representatives of the New History schools, previously germinated and individualised in Romania and Germany around the 1930s and being influenced to a certain point by the French historical current from the “Annales” and the program of the Romanian “New School” of History from 1930, Brătianu began one of the most daring and ambitious initiatives from the domain of research and studies of the universal medieval History of the inter-war period: the conceptualisation, elaboration and publishing of a new history of the European middle age, with Eastern extension: Histoire de l’Europe au Moyen Âge, 293-1566. Relying upon internal and international scientific contributions, Brătianu published his initiative/project in 1937-1939. The synthesis was divided into three volumes: I. La fin du monde antique et l’hégémonie de l’Orient (293-641); II. L’Orient et l’Occident, le Christianisme et l’Islam (641-1095); III. La formation du monde moderne et la lutte des états chrétiens contre l’Orient turc et mongol (1095-1566). However, objective and subjective causes have prevented materialization of this daring historiographical project.

Brătianu drew up a monograph, posthumously published, referring to the La mer Noire. Des origines à la conquête ottomane, in which he realized a geographical and historical “radiography” of this enormous stretch of water, directly underlining its character of “revolving plate”, of transition and turning-point between Europe and Asia. The synthesis of the Romanian historian is contemporary and “a good sister” to another paradigmatical contribution in the domain, La Méditerranée et le monde méditerranéen à l’époque de Philippe II (1949), written by Fernand Braudel.

Having as basis a very well drawn up and articulated research program and also didactical activities in turkology, Franz Babinger elaborated during the inter-war period over 250 turkological scientific papers referring to the South-East Europe and the Islamic Near East between the XIVth-XXth centuries. Babinger’s turkological papers had different quantitive aspects, from the two pages book review to the 500 pages historical synthesis. The same as Gh. I. Brătianu, Babinger had the gift of historical synthesis. So, he elaborated synthesis referring to the evolution of the Ottoman historyography (Die Geschichtsschreibung der Osmanen und ihre Werke, 1927), to the Seyh Bedr ed-dîn Mahmüd (Schejch Bedr ed-dîn, der Sohn des Richters von Simâw, 1921) or to the Sultan Mehmed the IInd Fâtih (Mehmed der Eroberer und seine Zeit. Weltstürmer einer Zeitenwende, 1953). The collection of turkological studies Aufsätze und Abhandlungen zur Geschichte Sudösteuropas und der Levante (1962-1969) can be
considered to be a Babinger’s synthesis on the Islamic History, culture and civilization living on the territories mentioned in its title.

3. Brătianu and Babinger have understood the necessity and have supported the didactical university process of formation in Romania of Romanian turkologists (historians, philologists, etno-folklorists) and their subsequent specialization in Turkey or other European turkological centers. Also, they have promoted turkological scientific research in inter- and multi-disciplinary teams of specialists, as part of some specialized institute. Thus, Brătianu suggested the foundation of a Romanian Institute for historical and archeological research in Istanbul (1933), an initiative which wasn’t materialized, though. However, Brătianu founded in Iaşi the Institute of General History (1935), the director of which he was between 1935 and 1940. Brătianu had same role at the Institute of Universal History “N. Iorga” from Bucharest (1941-1947).

Gh. I. Brătianu initiated and supported the invitation and hiring with a contract of Franz Babinger at Faculty of Philology and Philosophy from Iaşi, in order to give thematical lectures and seminars referring to the History of the Ottoman Empire and the relationship between the ottomans and the Romanian people (XIVth-XVIIth centuries).

At the same time with his activity at the University of Iaşi (1937-1943), Babinger was the material initiator (1939) and the head of studies of the Institute of Turkology from Iaşi (1940-1945). The common initiative Brătianu-Babinger to transfer the Institute from Iaşi to Bucharest (1941-1945) couldn’t be realized.